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Can a victor truly be crowned in the  for arti�icial
intelligence?

According to Russian President , “whoever becomes the
leader in this sphere will become the ruler of the world.” 

But the life of a state, much like that of a human being, is always subject
to shifts of fortune.

To illustrate, let’s consider this . At a lavish banquet King
Croesus asked  if he knew anyone more fortunate than
Croesus; to which Solon wisely answered: “The future bears down upon
each one of us with all the hazards of the unknown, and we can only count
a man happy when the gods have granted him good fortune to the end.”

Thus, to better prepare the U.S. for sustainable leadership in AI innovation
and military ethics, I recommend a set of principles to guide human
war�ighters in employing lethal autonomous weapon systems — armed
robots.

Sustainable leadership

 the U.S. expects to have ground forces teaming up with robots.
The discussion on how autonomous weapon systems should responsibly
be integrated with human military elements, however, is slowly unfolding.
As Congress  what the Defense Department should do, it
must also consider preparing tomorrow’s war�ighters for how armed
robots will test military ethics.

As a beginning point of reference, 
require: (1) a robot must not harm humans; (2) a robot must follow all
instructions by humans, except if following those instructions would
violate the �irst law; and (3) a robot must protect itself, so long as its
actions do not violate the �irst or second laws. Unfortunately, these laws
are silent on how human ethics apply here. Thus, my research into
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autonomous weapon systems and ethical theories re-imagines Asimov’s
Laws and offers a new code of conduct for servicemembers.

What is a code of conduct?

Fundamentally, it is a set of beliefs on how to behave. Each service branch
teaches members to follow a code of conduct like the 

, the , and the . Re�lected
across these distinct codes, however, is a shared commitment to a value-
system of duty, honor, and integrity, among others.

Drawing inspiration from these concepts and several robotics strategy
assessments by the  and , I offer a guiding vision — a
human Warrior-in-the-Design Code of Conduct.

The  concept embodies both the 
that autonomous systems be designed to support the human judgment of
commanders and operators in employing lethal force, and Human Rights
Watch's de�inition of  i.e., robots that can
select targets and apply force without human input or interaction.

The Warrior-in-the-Design Code of Conduct for Servicemembers:

“I am the Warrior-in-the-Design;
Every decision to employ force begins with human judgment;
I verify the autonomous weapon systems target selection before
authorizing engagement, escalating to fully autonomous capabilities
when necessary as a �inal resort;
I will never forget my duty to responsibly operate these systems for
the safety of my comrades and to uphold the law of war;
For I am the Warrior-in-the-Design.”

These principles encourage integrating AI and armed robots in ways that
enhance — rather than supplant — human capability and the 

. Further, it reinforces that humans are the central
�igures in overseeing, managing, and employing autonomous weapons.

International developments

Granted, each country’s approach to developing autonomous weapons
will vary. For instance,  expects “large unmanned ground
vehicles [to do] the actual �ighting ... alongside or ahead of the human
�ighting force.” Based on  New Generation Plan, it aspires to 

 — including enhanced man-machine
coordination and unmanned systems like service robots.

So far, the U.S. has focused on  to support
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance operations. The Pentagon’s
Joint Arti�icial Intelligence Center is currently testing how AI can support
the military in .
Additionally, ’s 
encourages government agencies to prioritize AI research and
development. Adopting the Warrior-in-the-Design Code of Conduct is a
helpful �irst-step to supporting this initiative.

How?

It would signal to  and international peers that the U.S. is
committed to the responsible development of these technologies and to
upholding . Some critics object to the idea of ‘

’ because they would 
 and may . The Defense

Department’s response is two-fold: First, the technology is 
 to operate fully autonomous weapons, the ones

that could — hypothetically, at least — examine potential targets, evaluate
how threatening they are, and �ire accordingly. Second, such
technological capabilities could help 

, by automating tasks that are “ ” for
humans. Perhaps this creed concept could help bridge the
communication divide between  that worry such weapons violate
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human dignity, and servicemembers who critically need automated
assistance on the battle�ield.

The future of AI bears down upon each of us — let reason and ethics guide
us there.
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Researchers say what was once the world’s second-largest colony of
emperor penguins has “now all but disappeared” after changes in sea-ice
conditions made their typical breeding grounds highly unstable.

A group of researchers from the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) 
 in the Antarctic Science journal on Thursday. The team said

in a  that they studied “very high resolution satellite imagery to
reveal the unusual �indings.”

According to their research, satellite imagery showed that the emperor
penguin colony at Halley Bay in Antarctica had drastically decreased over
the past three years on account of breeding failures caused by severe
changes in local environmental conditions.

“For the last 60 years the sea-ice conditions in the Halley Bay site have
been stable and reliable,” the team said. “But in 2016, after a period of
abnormally stormy weather, the sea-ice broke up in October, well before
any emperor chicks would have �ledged.”
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